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HISTORY

MONTH
GV PLANS MONTH OF
SPEAKERS, EVENTS

As February draws near, so does
the well-regarded celebration known
as Black History Month.
Black History Month recognizes
the achievements made by black
Americans, and its also a time for
distinguishing the central role of Af
rican Americans in U.S. history. As
Grand Valley State University holds
this month tribute, the Allendale
Campus will be hosting a wide spread
of events Feb. 5-28.
Donald Mitchell Jr., assistant pro
fessor of education, will kick off the
BHM events with a panel discussion
that includes four other students at
GVSU who are members of black
Greek-lettered organizations (BG-

LOs). They will discuss the importance
of the effect that those organizations
have on GVSU s campus as a whole.
“I am truly passionate about
sharing what I know about black
Greek-lettered
organizations,”
Mitchell said. “BGLOs are often
times overlooked during the month
of February, but these groups are so
important in the African American
historical narrative.”
This panel will be Feb. 5 from
noon to 1 p.m. in room 2263 of the
Kirkhof Center.
The next event will focus on afrofuturism, considering blacks in sci
ence fiction through Octavia Butlers
book known as “Kindred.”
Bobby Springer, associate direc
tor of multicultural affairs, will also
be hosting a student panel discussion

Snow day? No way! ■
GV prepares for Michigan weather conditions
can reach campus safely.”
Snow days are dependent on the
ability of Facilities Services to keep
ith lake effect snow and the roadways clear, and they work
Michigan weather, Grand closely with Public Safety to deter
Valley State University has mine a snow day, said Tim Thimto have a solid snow day and mesch,
weath associate vice president of
er policy in place. The GVSU Public Facilities Services. Staff inform ThimSafety and Facilities Services help uni mesch and the police chief about the
versity officials decide whether or not campus conditions, how well they
the university will be closed on days can clear and maintain parking lots,
with harsher weather conditions.
sidewalks and roads, as well as area
“There is no great mystery to our primary and secondary road condi
closing policy: generally, we don’t tions. After taking this into consid
close,” said Matt McLogan, vice presi eration, the GVSU police department
dent of university relations. “With and Facilities Services make a recom
thousands of students living on cam mendation whether the university
pus and thousands also living near should continue operations or not,
by in off-campus housing, essential said Brandon DeHaan, captain of the
services need to be available 24/7. Grand Valley Police Department.
Whether we hold classes is almost
“The way we look at it is that we
wholly dependent on the condition are trying to keep operations going,”
of the areas roadways in order that DeHaan said. “Students are paying
faculty, staff and commuting students money for going to classes and there
BY SARAH HILLENBRAND

GVL SENIOR REPORTER

W

are a number of people who can get
here quite easily because the buses
have been able to continue on.”
Weather reports and changing
conditions are also monitored for
the university’s ability to keep con
ditions safe. Since students, faculty
and staff are coming from a broad
geographic area, the weather can be
very different from one area to the
next, DeHaan said. He added that
those coming to campus must decide
for themselves what is safe and what
they are able to do.
“Each individual is responsible
for themselves and must make a de
cision that is best for them based on
their driving ability and how they can
manage the weather conditions pres
ent,” Thimmesch said. “Since we draw
students from a large geographic area,
the weather might be different in the
SEE SNOW, A2

to talk about the significance of these
readings. This event will be Feb. 11
from noon to 1 p.m. in room 2263 of
the Kirkhof Center.
Another event, the fourth Posi
tive Black Women Annual Comedy/
Poetry Jam, will celebrate Valentines
Day with laughs and rhymes. This op
portunity allows any GVSU student,
staff or faculty member to perform
in a cafe-style atmosphere. Contact
pbw@gvsu.edu by Feb. 1 to register
for this event, which will be Feb. 14
from noon to 1 p.m. in the Grand
River Room of the Kirkhof Center.
Black History Month also brings
A Taste of Soul to campus to share a
variety of traditional foods that con
sisted of corn, bacon/pork, molasses,
SEE HISTORY, A2
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AMANDA GREENWOOD | GVL

Ice and snow: School officials monitor changing
weather conditions to determine school cancelations.

BO ANDERSON|GVL

Changing times: DJ Mark Witz provided the music at last years Presidents’ ball. This year the theme will revolve around a 50’s theme with an American Bandstand themed ballroom.

Presidents’ ball gears up for 27th year
PRESIDENTS’ BALL PERFORMANCE TO HIGHLIGHT STUDENT TALENT
BY ANYA ZENTMEYER
GVL EDITOR IN CHIEF

This year at the Grand Valley State
University Presidents’ Ball, get ready to
let the good times roll.
The 27th annual ball,organized by the
Student Senate. will wind back time to the
'AL* * ' ' ' *>'

1950s, and dress up the DeVos Place in
downtown Grand Rapids to match. With
three different rooms to match three dif
ferent moods, each room is packed with
entertainment for event-goers, featuring
the familiar faces of GVSU student or
ganizations.
CrossBow, a 13-member Celtic group

made up of GVSU students, will per
form a 1950s medley for dinner guests,
followed by a vocal performance by
alumnae Erica Marshall in the American
Bandstand-themed ballroom. Also dur
ing the dinner program. Grand Valley
Television, better known as GVTV, will
show a video montage made specifically

for Presidents’ Ball guests.
“Every year, we try to incorporate dif
ferent student groups - we don’t like to use
the same ones twice,” said Ali Zimmer,
chair of the Presidents’ Ball Planning Com
mittee. “I think it’s a good way that the fac-

SEE BALL, A2
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various locations.”
Students who miss class
because of the weather can
sometimes have an ex
cused absence if the pro
fessor for their class allows
it. Thimmesch said this all
depends on the professor
and the class.
“Each class has a policy
as to absences, so students
must be in contact with
professors and instructors
in this regard,” he said.
DeHaan added that
GVSU students are adults
and should make their de
cision of whether they can
make it to class on days
with bad weather.
“If students think that
it is too dangerous then
they need to use their best

judgment in the situa
tion,” he said.
Thimmesch said the
policy has been around for
a long time but is reviewed
to see if modifications need
to be made.
“This policy has been in
place for many years and
has had input from con
stituencies across campus
over this time,” he said.
“The policy is reviewed
annually for any needed
changes.”
Overall, GVSU tries to
stay open for most days so
that students can have ac
cess to resources on cam
pus and go to the classes
they are paying for. GVSU
does not have snow days
very often because of this
reason, McLogan said.
shillenbrand@
lanthorn.com

BRIEFS
MERCANTILE BANK GIVES BACK TO UPWARD BOUND
Mercantile Bank recently granted TRiO Upward Bound
programs at Grand Valley State University and Grand Rap
ids Community College with checks for $50,000 each at
the State of the City address on Jan. 26. GVSU's program
serves approximately 100 Grand Rapids Public School stu
dents who are the first in their families to even go to col
lege.These students meet frequently with their advisers as
well as participate in service-learning activities.
VENOERBUSH NOMINATION DEADLINE APPROACHES
The nominations for the Kenneth R. Venderbush Student
Leadership Award are due by 5 p.m. on Feb. 8 to the Dean
of Students Office. The Grand Valley State University com
munity can nominate students who they think show a tre
mendous amount of leadership skills to the campus, either
by being involved on a committee or being a leader in a
particular student organization. All candidates must be a
senior and enrolled in the fall or winter semesters of this
year.The Venderbush Award will be presented at the annual
Grand Valley Student Awards Ceremony on April 8. Go to
www.gvsu.edu/dos to find both the criteria and the nomi
nation form.
GVTV TAKES HOME MAB AWARD
Grand Valley Television was one of the winners at the 2013
High School and College Broadcast Awards presented by
the Michigan Association of Broadcasters. GVTV earned first place for content in the News Feature/Magazine Pro
gram and‘Sportfl W®yt>y-Play.This>iB'tha^first Dme ever that"
GVTV has submitted entries for this competition.There will
be an award ceremony held March 13 in Lansing to recog
nize and honor the winners of this competition.
PEW CAMPUS PARKING STRUCTURE SAVES ENERGY
The parking structure on the Grand Vally State University
Pew Campus is now running on less energy, which saves
GVSU more than $46,000 each year.The lighting within the
parking structure was replaced with fluorescent lamps that
are controlled by motion sensors, and compact fluorescent
lamps have been placed for the stairwell lighting.

BALL
CONTINUED FROM A1

ulty and staff can appreciate what
the students are doing and it’s more up
close and personal.” The lower level of
DeVos Place will house the Doo-Wop
Soda Shoppe, which will pair soda
fountain drinks, tailor-made by the
ball’s “cappuccino man,” with a candy
buffet and hamburger sliders for guests
to snack on.
Upstairs, Louie’s Jazz Lounge will
bring a low-key, relaxed feel to the
dance floor, sponsored by the Per
forming Arts Council. Members of

HISTORY
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flour, seasonal fruits and vegeta
bles during a time when every
thing was used and nothing was
wasted. The feast will take place
Feb. 15 from noon to 1 p.m. in the
lobby of the Kirkhof Center.
GVSU will host Patrick Miles
Jr., U.S. attorney for the western
district of Michigan, Feb. 19 from
4-5:30 p.m. in the Pere Marquette
Room to speak on effective lead
ership and service. Nominated by
President Barack Obama, Miles is
a frequent author and speaker to
professional audiences.
Another guest speaker, Rev.
Robert Jones, will stop by Feb.
20 to weave timeless stories to
champion the beauty and power
of shared culture. Folk, blues and
spirituals are only a few genres of
music Jones uses to convey his
deep love for traditional African
American music.
“He is going to bring stories of
African Americans to life through
his story telling, and especially
through the different original and
traditional songs that we hear
throughout our lives,” Springer

bring in more than they’ve had in per
vious years.
Tickets are $15 for general admis
sion. Dinner and dance tickets are $30,
and both are available at the 20/20
Desk up until the day of the event.
Tickets will not be sold at the door,
and students should bring a valid photo
ID for admission. For dinner guests,
cocktail hour begins at 5:30 p.m. and
dinner begins at 6:30 p.m. Dancing
starts at 8:30 p.m. and continues through
12:30 a.m., but doors close at 11 p.m.
For more information, visit gvsu.
edu/presidentsball

the GVSU Swing Dance Club will be
there not only to perform, but also to
teach swing dance moves to attendees
while the Grand Valley Jazz Band sets
the mood with nostalgic jazz tunes.
“(Student groups will perform) not
just through the dinner program, but
they will be performing through the
evening,” Zimmer said. “I think it’s
nice because then different students
can come for different reasons.”
This year, the planning committee
booked three photo booths for students
to capture the moment with. Zimmer
said the photo booths have been so
popular in the past, they decided to

edltoriaLalanthorn.com

said. “We might hear something
that we hear all the time, but the
significance has to do with the Af
rican American experience.”
For the final event on campus,
Veta Tucker, associate professor of
English, will be sharing details on
“Freedom, Slavery and the Under
ground Railroad in Michigan.”
“A lot of people don’t know that
Michigan had such a significant
part in the underground railroad,”
Springer said. “There will be two
sessions of this presentation, one
on each campus. We know a lot
of people cannot get to both cam
puses, so we thought it would be
important to make this presenta
tion available twice.”
Tucker will be presenting Feb.
27 from 4:30-6 p.m. at the Charles
W. Loosemore Auditorium in the
Richard M. DeVos Center, as well
as Feb. 28 from noon to 1:30 p.m.
in the Pere Marquette Room.
All events with speakers are LIB
100 and 201 approved as well as free
and open to the public. For more
information on parking or special
accommodations, contact the Of
fice of Multicultural Affairs at 6lbARCHIVE | GVL
331-2177 or oma@gvsu.edu.
Looking back: Bobby Springer of Multicultural Affairs

Historically Black Fraternities &
Sororities

Donald Mitchell, Jr., Assistant Professor
Feb. 5, noon -1 p.m.
Kirkhof Center, Room 2263

AFRO-FUTURISM: Considering
Blacks in Science Fiction through
Octavia Butler's Kindred

Student Panel/ Bobby J. Springer, as
sociate director of Multicultural Affairs
Feb. 11, noon-lp.m.
Kirkhof Center, Room 2263

lmitchell@lanthorn.com

will be helping to organize Black History Month.

A Taste of Soul

Freedom, Slavery and the Underground
Railroad in Michigan

Feb. 15, noon-1 p.m.
Kirkhof Center Lobby

Veta Tucker, associate professor
Feb. 27,4:30-6 p.m.
DeVos Center, Loosemore Auditorium

Effective Leadership and Service

Patrick Miles Jr., U.S. Attorney for the
Western District of Michigan
Feb. 19,4-5:30 p.m.
Kirkhof Center, Pere Marquette Room

Freedom, Slavery and the Lfnderground
Railroad in Michigan

Feb. 28, noon-l:30 p.m.
Kirkhof Center, Pere Marquette Room

t

Positive Black Women Annual
Comedy/Poetry Jam

Storytelling: The Roots of African
American and Folk Traditions

Feb. 14, noon-lpm
Kirkhof Center, Grand River Room

Rev. Robert Jones, Sr.
Feb. 20,2-3 p.m.
Kirkhof Center, Grand River Room

CALENDAR
OF EVENTS

At the Lanthorn we strive to bring you the most accurate
news possible. If we make a mistake, we want to make it right.
If you f ind any errors in fact in the Lanthorn, let us know by
calling 616-331-2464 or by emailing editorial(a>lanthom.com.

http://www.lanthorn.com/
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NEWS

Getting the competitive advantage
Small class sizes fuel nursing program’s competitive nature
BY RACHEL CROSS
GVL ASSISTANT NEWS

Grand Valley State Uni
versity’s Kirkhof College of
Nursing program is com
petitive. So competitive, that
junior nursing major Julie
Johnston said she didn’t get
into the program until the
second time she applied.
“When I found out I didn’t
get in the first time, I chose to
redo classes as a backup plan to
get better grades,” Johnston said.
Prerequisite courses are
tough, and students in the
courses are so focused on the
endgoal that Johnston said it
can be isolating at times.
“While trying to get into
the program, you’re compet
ing with everyone in your
classes,” Johnston said. “I was
on my own.”
When she applied for the
second time, she said she was
more motivated because of the
costs associated with an addi
tional semester, and a drive to
stay on track for graduation
and future career plans.
“The reward of being ac
cepted is being in the GVSU
nursing
program
itself,”
Johnston said. “GVSU has a
huge and great nursing pro
gram and I enjoy getting to
know the people that are in
my cohort. I felt like I knew
more information after tak
ing classes the second time.
I wasn’t as stressed and was
able to form relationships
with the well-rounded and

intelligent group of students
I was with.”
Elaine Van Doren, associ
ate dean for undergraduate
programs, said the highly
competitive nature of getting
into nursing programs is a
national problem.
“One of the important
things to know (about nurs
ing programs) is that they
don’t have
enough
openings
for every
student
who wants
to go into
nursing,”
Van Doren
NORTON
said.
“In
late 2012,
The American Association
for Colleges of Nursing came
up with statistics that over
52,000 qualified students
were turned away from nurs
ing schools.”
Kristin Norton, director of
the Office of Student Servic
es, said the program admits
its traditional 80 students per
year for both fall and winter
semesters, and students must
have a minimum overall GPA
of 3.0 with at least a ‘C’ in
seven prerequisite courses to
be eligible for admission.
She said 65 percent of an
applicant’s admission score
is based on their overall GPA
in the seven prerequisite
courses, and 30 percent of the
score is based on the inter
view score.

The interview score is the
average of two scores given by
interviewers from a 15 minute
session. In addition, the laker
score, which
is based on
the number
of credits the
student has
earned from
GVSU, can
have 5 per
cent added
VAN DOREN
to their total
score. The
total amount of all three num
bers is used to decide the appli
cant’s admission.
Van Doren said many peo
ple wonder why the nursing
program doesn’t have larger
classes so the program can
take more students.
“There are two factors on
why we don’t have larger class
es,” Van Doren said. “There are
limitations on faculty, who are
retiring every day. The second
part of the issue enters into
not enough clinical sights to
take more students.”
Of the 80 admitted stu
dents, eight students are
placed in one group, totaling
out to be an amount of 10 dif
ferent groups, so finding clin
ical sights to place them in
can be challenging, she said.
Norton said there are a
few crucial steps that nursing
students must take in order
to increase their likelihood of
getting into the program.

So, you want to be a
nursing major?

Overall

GPA

SEE ADVANTAGE, A6
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Welcome back: Lisa Knapp speaks with Study Abroad Alumni Association members about the ways international experience can benefit a future career
at the Welcome Home Dinner. The dinner was used to welcome back students coming back from abroad.

BY KARA HAIGHT
GVL STAFF WRITER

To welcome back Grand
Valley State University stu
dents from their semesters
abroad, the Padnos Interna
tional Center hosted a din
ner iQ.refcpnnefct students, to
the university and to share
their stories-with others who
studied abroad.
The program on Jan. 28
included a dinner, a presenta
tion about the challenges of
coming back from abroad and
lessons to translate abroad ex
periences to job skills.
Mark Schaub, chief inter
national officer at the Pad
nos International Center,
said the program began as a
way to re-enter students to
the GVSU campus.
“(It started as a way) to
intentionally discuss with
them the reverse culture
shock and challenges, and
to help them focus on how
they can articulate their ex
periences in useful ways in
their career advancement,”
Schaub said.
PIC has hosted this din
ner for the past eight years.
“(The goal is for student
to) know that they are not
alone in their re-entry ex
periences and challenges,”
Schaub said. “(It’s also to) be
aware of support resources.”
During dinner, Eric
Klingensmith of the GVSU
Counseling and Career Cen
ter explained the re-entry

shock that many students
feel when they come back
from abroad.
“This is not unique,” he
said. “Everyone next to you,
the people around your ta
ble, have gone through this.”
During the discussion,
students, shared what they
missed about the countries
they visited, u frustrations
with returning and the dif
ferences they noticed.
“Living in a way that dif
ferent than us, (with) the
little things we have here—it
puts things in perspective,”
Klingensmith said.
Study abroad students
also shared what helped
them reconnect when they
came home, and Klingen
smith said the key to recon
necting is preparation.
“Whether it’s before,
while abroad or when you
come back, the best thing
you can do is get prepared,”
he said.
Many students said stay
ing connected with family
and friends back home wasn’t
a main problem because of
technology like Skype, but
it was harder to connect
with friends they met while
abroad. Klingensmith said
the students should keep tell
ing the stories and sharing
their trip to keep them linked
to their experience.
“Family and friends may
get tired of the stories, (and)
SEE CULTURE, A6

Great Decisions brings foreign affairs experts to West Ml
0

BY RYAN JARVI
GVL STAFF WRITER

The Great Decisions Discussion Series hosted by the
World Affairs Council of Western Michigan through Feb
ruary and March will bring several prominent experts on
foreign affairs to town to speak on global issues.
The purpose of the WACWM is to inform citizens of
West Michigan about events happening around the world.
Grand Valley State University supports the council as an
educational partner, said Mark Schaub, chief international
officer of the Padnos International Center at GVSU.
“We have some great experts from around the world on
these topics, so it’s an opportunity to really get information
and (hear) perspectives from the very best scholars and ex
perts on international affairs, said Schaub, who also acts as
liaison between GVSU and the WACWM^
Amy Richards, programming coordinator of WACWM,
said GVSU faculty participate in committee meetings with
other colleges and the council to determine what topics will
be covered and which speakers will be invited.
"GVSU, as an annual educational sponsor, has the oppor

tunity for all GVSU faculty, staff and students to attend, free
of charge, our two major annual events—Fall Lecture Series
and Great Decisions Discussion Series,” Richards said.
Speakers of the Great Decisions series will discuss topics
that are also being addressed by other world affairs councils
and chapters across the nation.
“Our local series is one of the largest and most prestigious
lecture series on American foreign policy in the United States,”
Richards said. “We bring national experts to West Michigan for
provocative and stimulating discussions on eight critical issues.”
Kicking off the series will be Dina Temple-Raston, coun
terterrorism correspondent for National Public Radio,
speaking about “The New Threat Assessment: Defending
America on a Budget.” Other speakers will address issues
such as Iran’s pursuit of nuclear capabilities, the Turkish per
spective of NATO and Egypt’s transition to democracy.
Glenda Quamstrom, professor of political science at GVSU, is
a member of WACWM and has attended the series for 12 years.
“For the most part, the speakers are engaging and excel
lent,” Quamstrom said. “In an increasingly interconnected
global world, it is imperative that we keep abreast of events
happening in countries outside our borders.”

Quamstrom is also teaching a course this semester at
GVSU titled Great Decisions.
“For the GVSU course, students will attend the lectures held
in February and March,” she said. “After the lectures, we will
meet as a class to discuss the issues covered in the lectures.”
The discussion series provides the students, as well as the
public, the opportunity to become informed about current
issues in foreign affairs, Quamstrom said. •
“Often the topics discussed will include items which have
been in the news during the previous week,” she said. “In
addition, the lectures are chosen to include security issues,
human rights as well as all regions of the world."
Schaub said foreign affairs have more influence over
Americans than most realize.
“These issues affect us," he said. “They affect our pocket
book, they affect our friends and family serving in the mili
tary. It’s how the United States is perceived around the world,
it’s how our interests are advanced around the world and it’s
part of being an educated person.”
»
SEE AFFAIRS, A6
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Bad Romance: the battle of the college dating scene

BY CHRISTINE COLLERAN
GVL COLUMNIST

A couple days ago, I
found a website where I
could make my own con
versation hearts. Seeing as
it was nearly February, the
month of love, I thought
it appropriate to give the
candy a go. Before 1 knew
what was happening my
hearts were complete

with comically depressing
messages like the follow
ing: “so, so single,” “4ever
alone,” and my absolute fa
vorite - “this sucks.” When
had I turned into such a
love-cynic? On reflection,
I realized that I couldn’t
blame myself for my notso-friendly feelings regard
ing this month of romance.
We are, after all, a product
of our environment, and
college does bad things for
the concept of love.
When trying to meet
someone at school, conve
nience trumps romance in
the way that slamming a

QUESTION OF THE ISSUE

■' How racially divided - if at all - do
* you think the U.S. is today?
"No, I do not think the U.S. is
racially divided today. The U.S. is
more diverse in every state than
it has been before.”

AMETIA VAUGHN-SCOTT
Junior
Pre-medical imaging Major
Detroit. Mich.

“I think there still is a racial
division amongst U.S. citizens,
but it is more financially divided
more than anything"

AURTURO GARCIA
Senior
Advertsing & PR Major
Saginaw, Mich.

"I feel that the U.S. is somewhat
racially divided. But people
camoflauge it nowadays with other
labels such as political party or
geographic location. Thankfully,
race does not impact our lives as
much as It WCHTO VP!ir?*ago.”
MICHAEL BRUCE
Senior*”
Sports Management Major
Rochester. Mich.

few beers is more efficient
than sipping on a glass of
wine. You aren’t going to
go looking for love at the
library, no matter how sexy
whispering about calculus
can be. No, you are going
to take the easy way out,
go to the bar or party in
an outfit that would make
your mothers eye twitch,
act like an idiot and blame
it all on the alcohol in the
morning. Apparently Jamie
Foxx was on to something
with this one...
And we mustn’t forget
the ancient practice of
dating, an old pre-mating

ritual that our ancestors
used to actually get to
know each other. I knowit’s crazy. Dating’s distant
cousin, “hanging out,” ex
ists as a way for people to
skip the pre-mating ritual
and, well, get straight to
business. No commitment
needed. We students are
certainly nothing if not di
rect! I mean, it is no won
der that receiving attention
from someone away from
a party or the bar freaks us
out. Even a cute guy asking
me for a sheet of lined pa
per flusters me enough to
freeze my tongue while my

face contorts into a look
best described as a consti
pated deer in headlights.
Sexy, I know.
The sad part of this
lack-of-love-story is the
fact that we are the ones
letting it happen. If you
feel that casual hook-ups
and one night stands work
for you, then more power
to you. However, I would
guess that, being humans,
we are usually going to
want more. We want to
belong, to someone or
some relationship, and that
is a truth. The hook-up
culture allows us to forget

that we are all valuable,
and deserve to be treated
as such. We lose sight of
what being in a meaning
ful relationship means. I
am not saying we shouldn’t
have our “college fun,” but
we must all be aware that
the college idea of dating
and relationships is not as
good as it gets.
I think I will order
those candy hearts,
because not believing in
college love and romance
doesn’t mean I am a cynicit means I want something
more.
ccolleran@lanthorn.com

EDITORIAL

STILL SO FAR TO GO
Let’s face it - racially inequalities still exist, but with events throughout Black History Month
dedicated to education, awareness and advoacy, the discussion of equality has only just begun
lack History Month is more
than the cursorily made presen
tations students were forced to
digest year after year from their teach
ers in grade school. More even, the
indolently assembled four-page papers
we had to write on Malcolm X, Martin
Luther King, Jr., Rosa Parks, or Harriet
Tubman (with at least three credible
sources) in our first years of college
is not what Black History Month is
about, either. Tomorrow marks the
start of the month of commemoration,
and while students across the coun
try will put aside time to honor the
achievements, struggles and heritages
of African Americans alike, many
other students, of all ethnicities, will
still remain unengaged.
But at Grand Valley State Univer

B

sity, February brings about not only re
minders of where we’ve been, but also
a reminder of how far we’ve yet to go.
In 2009, the Pew Research Center’s
Social & Demographic Trends project
released a report detailing dispari
ties in household income in the U.S.
among the different races. The find
ings are based on the Pew Research
Center’s analysis of data from Survey
of Income and Program Participation,
an economic questionnaire distrib
uted periodically to tens of thousands
of American households by the U.S.
Census Bureau.
The results found that the median
wealth of white households was 20
times that of African American house
holds, with numbers dropping from
$113,149 to $5,677 in 2009.

“These lopsided wealth ratios are
the largest since the government began
publishing such data a quarter century
ago and roughly twice the size of the
ratios that had prevailed between these
three groups for the two decades prior
to the Great Recession that ended in
2009,” researchers wrote in the report.
The issue of civil rights, though
significantly improved since the initial
movement began, is still very real.
Racial discrimination and inequalities
exist worldwide, and occur on a daily
basis, whether we notice them or not.
So take some time this month to attend
some of the events - from Allendale to
Pew Campus, from fraternities to lead
ership seminars - the topics are many,
and the potential for growth is endless.

WEB EXCLUSIVE

VALLEY VOTE
Should graduate
students have a bigger
role in GVSU's student
government?

Do you think the United States
— isstitl racially divided? '

Read the blog

\

LOG ON & VOTE

YES 28%

NO: 72%

LANTHORN.COM

“Missing home
but not missing
it"
By Garrick See

GVL EDITORIAL CARTOON I BY ANDREW SMITH
1

“The U.S. is not as raciallydivided as it was during the
Jim Crow era, but there is an
undertone of racial division."
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CECIL B. JOHNSON

/

Junior
English major
Detroit, Mich.

“I believe that although we’ve
come a long way with racial
equality, we still have a ways to
go. I think this can be said for
any cultural divide, be it gender,
race, etc.
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SAM MEACHAN
Senior
International Business major
Toledo. OH

A survival guide to sporting events
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The goal of the Grand Valley
Lanthoms opinion page is to act as a
forum for public discussion, comment
and criticism in the Grand Valley
State University community. Student
opinions published here do not
necessarily reflect those of the paper as
an entity.
The Grand Valley Lanthom aims
to be a safe vehicle for community
discussion. The. Lanthom wiH not
publish or entertain any forms of
hate speech, but will not discriminate
against any other views, opinions or
beliefs. The content information and
views expressed are not approved
by nor necessarily represent those of
the university, its Board of Trustees,
officers, faculty or staff
Reader submissions on the
opinion page appear as space permits,
and are reserved for letters to the editor
only, all other reader-generated content

asmith@lanthorn.com

can be submitted to the Grand Valley
Lanthoms YourSpace page by emailing
community9lanthorn.com.
Letters to the editor should include
the author’s full name and relevant
title along with a valid email and
phone number for confirming the
identity of the author. Letters should
be approximately 500-650 words in
length, and are not edited by the staff
of the Grand Valley Lanthom outside
of technical errors for clarity.
To make a submission, email at
editorial9lanthom.com or by dropping
off your submission in person at:

0051 KIRKHOF CENTER
GRAND VALLEY STATE UNIVERSITY
ALLENDALE, Ml 49401
616-826-8276

Got something to say?
We’ll listen.
editorial@lanthorn.com

BY NATE SMITH
GVL COLUMNIST

When it comes to sports,
outdoors and activity in
general, my life has been
one awkward situation after
another. I’m just gonna say
it right now: I don’t follow/
participate in any kind of
sport or sporting activity.
It just doesn’t do any
thing for me. I can’t walk
into a pub without some
kind of sports event on the
television. Like, I under
stand that a lot of people go
to the bar to watch sport
ing events but what about
the rest of us? I’ve seriously
seen a bartender turn off
Robocop 2 (a cinematic
gem) to watch a hockey
j

game. Don’t get me wrong, I
was just as excited as every
body else that the lockout
had come to a close. But to
celebrate at the expense of
Irvin Kershner’s master
piece is just wrong.
During the time of year
when new sports fans seem
to come out of the wood
work to celebrate the Super
Bowl, I implore the girly,
nerdy and generally unin
terested among us to stand
tall. Know that you are not
alone in your athletic indif
ference. Allow me to help
you with strategies I’ve ac
quired in my long career of
not caring about anything
sports related.
1. Change the subject
If and when someone
approaches me with a
sports topic that’s over my
head, I’ve found that it’s best
to not try and play along.
Trust me, spouting off that
one random fact that you

know about Ray Lewis isn’t
going to make the encoun
ter end, it’ll only make it
worse. Instead, try changing
the topic to one you actually
know about. Chances are
the other person isn’t going
to care about your opinions
on the latest season of Dr.
Who and the conversation
isn’t going to last much
longer anyway.
2. Don’t shy away from
the party
Just because you don’t
care about the event itself
doesn’t mean you can’t par
take in Super Bowl parties.
You’d be surprised how little
people actually watch the
game once the festivities get
in full swing. If all else fails
you can just play Chrono
Trigger on your phone like
you were planning to do
anyway (just me?...proba
bly). It should also be noted
that hype is universal. If
people are going crazy over

something, the excitement
tends to spread. Making
sure you’re amongst a lively
bunch is key for surviving
sports related festivities.
3. Ask questions
The quickest way to
bring your involvement in
any situation to a screechir
halt is a flurry of questions
I’ve noticed that an overall
lack of sports knowledge is
crucial to making this worl
If you’re invited to a sport
or sports related event you
should just go! If you don’t
hold back and ask every
question that comes to you
there won’t be a second
invitation. Trust Me.
Those three should be
enough to at least get you
through the NHL playoffs
without incident. Good
luck. And remember: there
no shame in admitting you
have no idea what sport is
being played.
nsmlth@lanthorn.coi
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Dainty Sneeze
BY ALEXANDER NOLTE
JUNIOR
was sitting in class one evening
Patrice knew that. If I thought oth
and somebody sneezed. The pro erwise I would have stopped playing
fessor, instead of instantly saying immediately.
‘bless you’ or something along
Patrice was the coolest kid in the
those lines, said, “my, what a dainty
whole school, thanks to me.
sneeze”. She seemed so happy, the
A new girl moved into the area
professor, and for some reason it
and began attending our school. She
stuck with me. Dainty is a word not was a quiet girl with pig-tails and
often associated with sneezes and
yellow shoes. Her name was Con
the phrase was logged in my brain
stance. Since she didn’t talk much
for the rest of the night. So when I
Constance went mostly unnoticed,
found out the next day that I had
until one day at recess she hap
to write a flash piece for a different
pened to be walking passed Patrice
class I already knew what I was go
and our friends. They were playing
ing to write about.
their favorite game. I was playing
Patrice was lucky enough to have hard to get. Constance didn’t know
me as a sneeze. They all love me,
about our little game so when she
I tell you, they really do. “Oh how
overheard Bobby saying “Hay Pa
cute!” they say. “God bless you!”
trice, look! That cloud looks like an
Every time I escape they all seem so elephant balancing a beach ball on
pleased. People smile and snicker
its trunk while standing on one leg
when I am heard. I am not like
in a small pond!” she followed his
the other sneezes—loud, clunky,
finger to the sky. As soon as her eyes
moist—I am a dainty sneeze. I am
were blasted with the rays of the
cute, quiet, fragile. I am the kind of
sun, she let loose the loudest, wet
sneeze that everyone, girls especial test, most strange sounding sneeze
ly, want to have. The type of sneeze
I have ever heard. A disgusting rush
that the whole room enjoys rather
of mucus shot from both her mouth
get grossed out by.
and her nose. It sounded like a mix
I was the reason she was popu
between a balloon popping and a
lar. Everyone wanted to be around
trumpet being blasted by a curi
Patrice when it was cold or allergy
ous yet under-talented novice band
season awaiting my subtle outbursts. member. It doubled her over and
When it was not cold or allergy sea sent her arms flailing up in opposite
son, the other school children made directions. After the explosion was
it a game to see how many times
all over, she wiped her face on her
they could get her to look at th£ sun .sleeve, Jleavijng a glistepipg .streak up
hoping it would provok^ me. Np
the wrist and forearm, and contin
matter how many times I indulged,
ued looking for the circus animal in
Patrice always covered her mouth.
the sky. I was repulsed.
Strangely, the other kids loved it.
“Hay Patrice, what kind of bird is
They fell to ground rolling in the
that up there?”
grass with laughter. They spent the
“Hay Patrice, can you see that
rest of the afternoon convincing
plane?”
“Hay Patrice, doesn’t the sun look Constance to look at the sun, watch
ing her as her sneeze sent snot flying
extra pretty today?”
in
all directions while her body
Most of the time I played along,
seized in brief uncontrolled spasms,
but only enough to keep me special.
Too much exposure and I knew they and laughed until it was time to go
back inside. Patrice was no longer
wouldn’t be interested anymore—
the coolest kid in school. I was no
like when an actor stars in too many
longer a prize coveted by the rest of
films in a short period of time and
the student body. My delicate and
the characters begin to seem unre
proper song was no longer wanted. I
alistic because they are all played by
failed Patrice, but I don’t know why.
the same person whom we’ve seen
How could they choose that disgust
in six other movies in the past year.
ing untamed explosion over me? It
Four in a row was my maximum.
was not dainty, sanitary, or cute. It
After that I would take a break and
was retched. Constance doesn’t even
gather myself. The game was not
cover her mouth.
mean, it was all in good fun and

I

BY LEAH YACHIM
SENIOR
PHOTOGRAPHY, GRAPHIC DESIGN

"I began doing engagement photography as a favor to a friend
in 2010. I've always loved experimenting with photography and
thought that it would be a fun one-time experience, but since that
first shoot I've fallen in love with special occasion photography.
Whether it's celebrating an engagement, wedding, or family
milestone, I love being able to share in the experience with my
clients. Each shoot I've worked on has been a fun and unique
adventure where I'm able to grow and learn as an artist and I feel
honored to have been a part of so many special occasions."
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Bank donation launches program upward
BY LIZZY BALBOA
GVL NEWS EDITOR

Mercantile Bank of Michigan donated
$50,000 each to Grand Valley State Universi
ty’s and Grand Rapids Community Colleges
Upward Bound programs during Saturdays
State of the City address.
Arnie Smith-Alexander, director of GVSUs Upward Bound, said the program has
previously received contributions from local
corporations, but not in amounts as large as
$50,000. The federally funded program can
use the financial assistance, though.
Smith-Alexander said GVSU’s Upward
Bound has received “flat funding” from the
U.S. Department of Education for the last
five years and is in need of greater funds.
The program has been required to increase
the number of students it serves, but has not
received a comparable increase in funding.
“We really do need money?’ Smith-Alexan
der said. “We’ve cut back. We don’t have a trans
portation piece in our budget (anymore).”
She said the program might also face an 8
percent cut depending on the federal legisla
ture’s accomplishments this term.
Nevertheless, she said she does not
wish to use the bank’s donation to sup
plement the annual budget, but rather
to provide students services that benefit
them long-term.
At this point, Smith-Alexander knows of
no provisions on the donation, but she will

soon meet people from the bank to discuss
their expectations.
However, she already knows what she would
do with the money if it was left up to her.
“I would like to set up a scholarship fund,”
she said. “My preference is that the students get
all the money. Because the students who are in
our program come from families with few re
sources in terms of money, it would be really
great if we could supplement their education.”
Another option would be to increase the
number of students served.
“(We want) to have more kids getting oppor
tunities to not only go to college but graduate
college,” said Michelle Shangraw, retail banking
director at Mercantile Bank “Hopefully they
stay here locally and we can hire them.”
Shangraw said the donation will ulti
mately benefit the Grand Rapids commu
nity at large if the Upward Bound students
remain local and “provide a work-base for
companies in town.” Smith-Alexander said
she is not opposed to serving more students
instead of distributing scholarships, but
added that she does not want the money to
go toward a “one-time improvement.”
“We are confident that it will be put to
good use,” Shangraw said. “The program
provides needed support and leadership op
portunities for the young students so they
can grow and see what they’re capable of and
achieve their own goals.”
Shangraw said the donation was provided
to benefit the community that has supported
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Providing assistance: Michael Price, chairman and CEO of Mercantile Bank, presents Arnie
Smith-Alexander with a check for Grand Valley’s Upward Bound program.

the bank. “We wouldn’t be as successful as
we are without the support of the commu
nity,” she said.
Community leaders such as Grand Rapids
Mayor George Heartwell recommended the Up
ward Bound program to receive the donation.
“We were very impressed with the results
that we were seeing out of the Upward Bound
programs,” Shangraw said. “(That) made it a

pretty easy decision to make the contribution.”
Mercantile Bank has not previously donat
ed to GVSU’s Upward Bound, but it has con
tributed to the university in other ways. The
bank’s employees have volunteered at univer
sity events, hosted students to discuss appli
cation of classroom material and financially
contributed to the new Seidman building.
news@lanthorn.com
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CULTURE
CONTINUED FROM A3

they may want the
30-second versions,” he
said “But by sharing with
others (you are) keeping
the memories alive, stay
ing connected”
Klingensmith said
study abroad students
should share their sto
ries with potential and
future study abroad
students to “help out
the next generation.”
After students shared
how they coped with
the adjustment back to
America, Lisa Knapp of
GVSU Career Services
explained how study
abroad students can use
their trip experiences to
their advantage «n xe- .
sumes and job searches.
Many
, studeiits
learn a lot while study
ing abroad, and Knapp
said it’s important to
put those experiences
into practical skills.
“Study abroad mat
ters,” she said. “It’s your
job to translate to your
employers.”

5

Knapp said skills
such as problem solv
ing, flexibility and com
munication are realistic
techniques
learned
through study abroad
that can become re
sume builders.
“It’s important to
think about these
(skills) ahead of time,

study abroad students
are familiar with.
“(You’ve) already ad
opted to the norms of
another culture,” she said
“That’s something you
can bring to the work
place that others cannot.”
Alissa Lane of the
Padnos International
Center shared other
ways that students can
continue their study
abroad experience and
connect with others.
Study abroad
Lane said the Study
matters. It's
Abroad Alumni Asso
ciation allows students
your job to
to talk to other students
translate
who have studied abroad
and
to share their expe
to your
rience with others.
employers.
“Every student who
has studied abroad at
LISA KNAPP
GVSU is a member
CAREER SERVICES
(of the organization),”
L;/;e vjvlH ,z\\ Lane said.
before the interview,”
Students returning
she said. “Think about from study abroad, or
transferable
skills, considering the experi
make a list.”
ence, can find more in
Knapp added that formation about future
one of the biggest skills events or opportunities
employers look for is at www.gvsu.edu/pic.
adapting to the work
khalght@
place culture, which
lanthorn.com
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AFFAIRS
CONTINUED FROM A3

The relationship between
WACWM and GVSU allows stu
dents the opportunity to ask the
foreign policy experts questions
during an extended face to face
discussion time, Richards said.
“While our speakers are visiting
we have the chance to bring them
to visit some of our educational
partners for an opportunity to talk
with students,” Richards said. “We
bring Washington, D.C. to GVSUT
Schaub said the series is a

great resource and an efficient
way to learn a lot.
“If you invest an hour and a
half of your time you will be up
to speed on things you don’t know
about,” Schaub said. “GVSU stu
dents should attend the Great De
cisions speaker series because it’s
really part of being an educated
citizen—-an educated U.S. citi
zen, but also an educated world
citizen, because these issues do
affect us directly or indirectly all
the time.”
The series will be held at the
Performing Arts Center of Aqui

ADVANTAGE
CONTINUED FROM A3

“Take advantage of your advisers,” Norton said.
“Make the initiative to begin having conversations
with your adviser to be aware of proper course se
lections. We have a cat^hphrase (at Kirkhqf College
of Nursing) that is: ‘It begins here. It starts now.’ It’s
important to hit the ground running and to make
sure that you’re living up to your potential at the
earliest possible time.”
For future advice for students who are discour
aged about not being accepted into the nursing
program, Van Doren offered some insight.
“A lot of students who go into nursing don’t know
of any other health care fields,” Van Doren said.
“There are other ways to help and care for people
in the health care profession besides nursing. Every

nas College every Monday dur
ing February and March at 6 p.m.
Additional lectures on Tuesdays
at 11 a.m. will begin March 5 and
will be held at the Gillette Audi
torium in the Fifth Third Bank
building on Lyon Street.
GVSU students, faculty and
staff are able to attend the series
for free by signing up at a registra
tion table preceding the events.
For more information on the
series visit the WACWM web
site, www.worldmi.org/.
rjarvi@lanthorn.com

once in a while student nursing programs aren’t for
someone, and we try to minimize this.”
Norton added that the nursing school at GVSU is
constantly having conversations with students who
have to reapply for admission.
“We have something called parallel planning
~v4i£|j*. advisflMMtt8b»rneet with students to , talk
about what happens next, how students can plan to
progress and graduate from the university,” Nor
ton said. “A wide net depends on where the student
needs support, it’s not an uncommon issue to have
to reapply more than once; parallel planning can
make sure that students achieve their academic
goals.”
The nursing school applications for GVSU stu
dents go live Feb. 1 on the Kirkhof College of Nurs
ing website, and will be available until March 1.
assistantnewsalanthorn.com
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SHORTS

CARBAJAL SEIZES OPPORTUNITY AT GV
GVL SPORTS EDITOR

Grand Valley State Uni
versity junior Lisa Galasso
has been named a GLI
AC Women's Track and
Field Athlete of the Week.
Galasso earned the award
based on her performance
last Saturday in the GVSU
Quad Meet, where she fin
ished first in the 800 meter
run with a time of 2 min
utes, 12.12 seconds, which
is an NCAA provisional
qualifying time.
She also competed in
the 4x400 meter relay. The
No. 1 Lakers will return to
action Friday when they
head to Saginaw Valley
State University to com
pete in a dual meet at 4
p.m.

S

LOCKHART NAMED
GLIAC ATHLETE
Grand Valley State Uni
versity senior Sam Lock
hart has been named a
GLIAC Women's Track and
Field Athlete of the Week.
Lockhart earned the award
based on her performance
last Saturday in the GVSU
Quad Meet, where she
finished first in both the
shot put and weight throw
events.
Her 21.06m mark in the
weight throw competition
was the best in Division II
so far this season, while
her 16.01 throw in the shot
put competition was good
enough for an automatic
qualifying mark.
Lockhart has won ev
ery indoor track event she
has participated in so far
this year. The No. 1 Lakers
will return to action Friday
when they head to Sag
inaw Valley State Univer
sity to compete in a dual
meet at 4 p.m.

GVSU TRACK, FIELD
RANKED NO. 1, NO. 7
The Grand Valley State
University indoor track
and field teams are both
ranked in the top 10 of the
USTFCCCA poll, accord
ing to www.ncaa.com.The
women's team is still the
top-ranked team in the
nation, despite Saturday's
second-place finish at the
GVSU Quad Meet.
The Lakers hope to re
peat as national champi
ons for a third consecutive
season. The men's team
currently checks in at No.
7 falling two spots in the
rankings despite a GVSU
Quad Meet victory.
Both teams are led by
GVSU head coach Jerry
Baltes, who recently had
the USTFCCCA Division II
Women's Program of the
Year trophy named after
him.

SPORTS

SCHEDULE
M.BASKETBALL
Saturday at Ferris State
1 p.m.

W. BASKETBALL
Saturday at Ferris State
3 p.m.

M. INDOOR TRACK
Friday at Saginaw Valley
4 p.m.

W. INDOOR TRACK
Friday at Saginaw Valley
4 p.m.

M. TENNIS
Friday at Detroit 7 p.m.
Saturday (Grandville) Cornerstone 2 p.m.

thing Ricky does great for us
is he has a really good nose
for the ball, so he really hunts
even months ago,
down the offensive rebounds
redshirt freshman Ri
and gets to the balls quick.”
cardo Carbajal wasn’t
Carbajal has quickly be
even sure he’d be ready for
come acquainted with the
the start of the season for the
players and coaches at GVSU.
Grand Valley State Universi
He’s done all this while try
ty men’s basketball team.
ing to recover from the hip
Now, after a slew of inju
injury he suffered at Quincy.
ries have hit GVSU, Carbajal
“It was a tumultuous
has stepped up and thrived
summer getting his hip
in the starting lineup for the
healthy,” Bauer said. “He’s
shorthanded Lakers.
been playing really good.
After injuries to sopho
He’s been learning our sys- *
more Kristers Zeidaks and
tern throughout the year
senior Tyrone Lee, Carbajal
here. We had a couple big
was inserted into the starting
guys go down and Ricky has
lineup against Lake Superior
just done a good job of get
State University. Since then,
ting himself ready to play
he’s averaged 13.7 points per
and taking the most out of
game on 69 percent shooting
opportunity there.”
and five rebounds per game
Carbajal received some
in his four starts, including
advice from another Laker
a career-high 20 point out
who had to deal with getting
burst against rival Saginaw
use to a new system after
Valley State University
transferring. Senior captain
“I got the opportunity to
Tyrone Lee transferred from
start the first time here at
Oakland Community Col
Grand Valley and it gave me
lege and last year was his
a lot of confidence,” Carbajal
first season at GVSU. Lee .
said. “It’s a joy because at the
had a successful first year '
beginning of the season, I
that resulted in him being
never even thought I would
named to the GLIAC Allstart all year coming in as a
Defensive Team.
redshirt freshman. It’s great
“I just told him to listen
to be starting right now and
to what coach has to say,”.
got to keep it going.”
Lee said. “It’s easier said !
Last year Carbajal played
than done, but once you
in six games at Quincy be
learn, and trust the coaches,
fore injuring his hip. He was
it’ll be a lot easier for you on
never a fan of Quincy and
and off the court. He’s really
planned to transfer during
come a long way. He learned
his first semester.
how to fit in with the system
Carbajal popped up on
and how to play his role to
GVSU’s radar after GVSU as
the best of his ability.”
sistant coach Jeff Bauer was
Battling injury and mak
recruiting one of Carbajal’s
ing changes to his game to fit
high school teammates. Af
the system has made Carba
ter learning of Carbajal’s de
jal’s recent success feel that
sire to transfer, Bauer began
much sweeter.
recruiting him and Carbajal
“Last year, I didn’t even
made a visit to Allendale,
know if I was gonna be able- •
where he ended up falling in
to play this year,” Carbajal .
love with the campus.
said. “At the beginning of the ,
“He’s really been a good
year, I wasn't feeling good ei- ""
surprise scoring down in
ther. I feel great to be able to
the post for us,” Bauer said.
play a full season this year.”
“His defense is getting better
sports@lanthorn.com
and better for us. The biggest
BY BRYCE DEROUIN

GALASSO NAMED
GLIAC ATHLETE

TCTLM bil[JOTS
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Providing a spark: Redshirt freshman Ricardo Carbajal has been placed into the starting line up following
injuries to key players. Carbajal is averaging 13.7 points per game as a starter.

Award named after head coach
BY PETE BARROWS
GVL STAFF WRITER

In the bowels of the Grand Valley
State University Fieldhouse Arena,
there is a hidden shrine. Tucked
away in the basement, down a hall
way rarely traversed by students,
office room 97 could be passed a
thousand times and never given a
second glance. A workspace shared
by distance track and field coach
Nick Polk and head coach Jerry Bal
tes, the office, subtle and modest, is
everything you’d expect a coach’s of
fice to look like - that is, until you
cross the threshold, sit down on the
tightly arranged leather love seat
and look around.
Trophies and plaques decorate
every available inch and seemingly
pour from the walls. To catalogue
the treasure trove in full would re
quire a separate article, but 50 GLI
AC Coach of the Year titles, 33 Great
Lakes/Midwest Regional Coach of
the Year awards, six national cham
pionships and counting headline
the haul- and it’s only taken coach
Baltes 14 years to collect the bounty.
Last Thursday the U.S Track & Field
and Cross Country Coaches Associ
ation announced that the Division II
Women’s Program of the Year Award
had been renamed in Baltes honor.
. “It’s our honor to name this
award after coach Baltes,” said Sam
Seemes, CEO of the USTFCCCA.
“His teams at GVSU have shown
great excellence in recent years and
his name will forever be etched with
this award. His team made history as
the first to earn a Division II triple
crown and that should be celebrated

for generations to come.”
GVSU Athletic Director Tim Selgo was pleased with the extension of
the program’s legacy as well.
“We are very proud that coach
Baltes has been honored by the
USTFCCCA with the naming of
the Division II Women’s Program
of the Year, the Jerry Baltes Award,”
Selgo said. “It is a well-deserved
honor for Jerry and will bring great
recognition to GVSU for many,
many years. This is just one more
way that Jerry, his staff and student
athletes have put Grand Valley into
the national limelight.”
With over 107 All-Americans
produced during his tenure, Baltes
hasn’t been able to do it on his own.
It has taken time and many contri
butions to pave the track.
“It’s humbling, but the thing of
it is that the recognition is because
of so many other people involved in
our program over the years,” Bal
tes said. “Prior to me getting here

a
It's humbling, but
the thing of it is that
recognition is because
of so many other
people involved in
our program over
the years.
■■
JERRY BALTES
HEAD COACH

ROBERT MATHEWS | GVL

Follow the leader: Track and Field Head Coach Jerry Baltes has turned Grand Valley
State University into a running powerhouse following 14 years at the college.

and Tim Selgo and the administra
tion committing to track and field,
which hadn’t been done before, all
the way back to coach Bill Klinger
who started the program on very
little to nothing, and of course all of
our student athletes over the years,
my assistant coaches and our ath
letic trainers.”
The magnitude of the accom
plishment was not lost on Baltes, but
he doesn’t intend to linger.
“It was unexpected, but hopefully
it’s not the last thing that I’m respon
sible or recognized for,” Baltes said.
“It’s a great recognition, but we’re
just moving full speed ahead and
working hard to try and accomplish
that next positive thing as a team.”
For Baltes, it’s the days, not the
accolades, that count.
“What we just try to focus on is

the everyday process,” Baltes said.
“Getting up every day and stepping
out of bed with a positive attitude,
ready to work hard and do well
whatever you do. Whether that’s in
the classroom, or at track practice,
or community service, or working
your part time job or being a good
brother, sister, friend - whatever it
is. If we do that, those type of things
good every day, or do well at the
everyday things, the big things will
eventually happen.”
Off to a strong start in 2013, the
Lakers won’t be allowed to linger
either.
“We’re just going to keep doing
what we’re doing and try to do well,”
Baltes said. “We’ve got a good sea
son started here, but we’ve got a long
ways to go.”
pbarrows@lanthorn.com
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LaPrairie finds
comfort at GV

m
I
DOUG WITTE | COURTESY

• Setting the mark: Sprinter Sean Wells has his eyes set on Grand Valley State University’s 60meter and 200-meter dash school records following strong performances in his freshman year.

Freshmen fuel track and field team
BY PETE BARROWS
GVL STAFF WRITER

c ,.
When it’s clear that you’re
r
going to have to sustain off
#j. of something other than
. , mom’s cooking, sleep in a
bunked bed in a confined
dorm room you’re sharing
.with a roommate, both of
which are capable of cramp,;.r- ing your style, the burning
realization dawns that be
ing away from home has its
drawbacks. Being a fresh
man away at school can be
tough, there’s no doubt about
*1; .it. However, being a student
.athlete on top of that can be
downright trying.
By the looks of it, track
£*I*and field student athletes are
»JOhaving very little difficulty
»*»J-with the adjustment so far.
“Well, I can say firsthand
r**^that everyone tells you that
.college is a big transition
>"*>nd that it’s going to be
>;:^ough and you can kind of
big
miler
-Kate Cliff. “Once you get
* .'there, you realize there are a
* Uot of extra stresses and you
;have to grow up a lot quicker
7; and I’d say that our team is
► really, really welcoming and
1 has made the transition eas* ier for all of us.”
'
Sean Wells, freshman
* ’60-meter
hurdler
and

200-meter dash participant,
and Darien Thornton, fresh
man shot-putter and weight
throw participant, have been
two of the more impressive
performers on the top five
nationally ranked men’s
team all season.
Wells, who has taken first
in the 60-meter hurdles in
both the Mike Lints Open
and GVSU Quad Meet, nev
er expected to be a contribu
tor this early in his career.
“Definitely not what I ex
pected,” Wells said. “From
being in senior year in high
school and hearing that you
really have to adapt to ev
eryone, I was just coming
in here wanting to learn,
wanting to get faster, rac
ing the faster guys. This year
surprised myself, you know,
just training hard.”
The current GVSU school
record in the 60-meter
hurdles is 8.02 seconds set
in 2Qfl7 by Garjpn L%ious„
With a personal record of 8.2
in the distance established
Wells already has his sights
set on creating a legacy.
“I’m going to make sure I
beat that, at least by the time
I finish here,” Wells said.
Thornton too has already
surpassed his expectations,
but has his sights on what
the future might bring.
“I didn’t expect it,” Thorn-

ton said.
“I wanted
it more
than ex
pected it.
I wanted
to work
hard. It
was
a
•a
fit*
goal, def
THORNTON
initely a
goal, and
with the help of coach, looks
like we’re getting that goal.”
Besides achieving person al records and All-American
honors, team achievements
are points of emphasis.
“I don’t know about this
year, but soon to come I
want to get a national title,”
Thornton said. “We had a
good recruiting class this
year, coming in for next
year.”
Freshman distance run
ner Amy Creutz under
stands the correlation of
both personal .and team
goals already.
“IftVe all do our part and
all make our own individual
goals - whether that be AllAmerican, make an auto
matic time - I think overall
our team will be successful,”
Creutz said.
Its evident is that the
freshman class has been suc
cessfully integrated. How
this happened is another
matter entirely.
“I guess for me just
having the support of the
upperclassmen has been
huge,” said freshman dis
tance runner Alison Work
when categorizing the early
success. “They’ve been re
ally encouraging and really
supportive, pushing us to
take that extra step and re
minding us to do the little
things every day - keep on
our nutrition and sleeping.”
The acceptance of coach
es has been a universal fac
tor, as well.
“Encouragement
from
the coaches, especially be
cause you think ‘freshman,
no one’s really going to pay
attention to you,’ but the
coaches are really involved,”
said freshman distance run
ner Katie Shaheen.
Mom’s cooking will un
doubtedly still be missed,
but the clearly symbiotic re
lationship and early growing
process that has taken place
this year has benefited all
parties involved.
“I don’t think I could be
here and not be on the track
team,” Thorton said. “I don’t
know if I could make it.”
pbarrows(a)lanthorn.com
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Deep threat: Sophomore Kat LaPrairie shoots the ball from the free throw line during a
game earlier this season. LaPrairie came to GVSU from Lake Superior State University and
has shot 43 percent from behind the three point line off the bench.

BY TATE BAKER
GVL STAFF WRITER

When Kat LaPrairie
walked into Grand Valley
State University women’s
basketball head coach Janel
Burgess’ office in May of
2012 seeking an opportuni
ty to get back into the game
she loved, she suddenly
changed the dynamics of an
already strong roster.
“Kat is a special kid in
the sense of that she walked
away from the game years
ago, and she had the cour
age to walk into my office
and say ‘Hey, will you just
give me a chance,’” Burgess
said. “That takes a great
deal of character for anyone
to do.”
Serving as their promi
nent sixth man, LaPrairie
provides an instant spark
off the bench along with her
stellar three-point shooting
(25-of-58, 43 percent).
“She’s probably shooting
the best from three right
now, which is huge for us
because we love to shoot
the three,” said senior Kellie
Watson. “Her hitting those
shots down the stretch of
the game is big for us.”
Following her fresh
man year at Lake Superior
State University, LaPrai
rie stepped away from the
game for four years in what
she described as a time to
figure out her life plan, and
to see if college was right
for her.

“It was a great time to step
back and evaluate my life,”
LaPrairie said. “I took some
time off, worked, it was a
great experience for me.”
LaPrairie
also
had
somewhat of a nomadic
high school career as she
played for three different
high school programs (Big
Rapids, Kalamazoo Louix
Noirx and Rockford). Af
ter transferring from Lake

a
I love the
chemistry on
the team. I really
couldn't
imagine being
anywhere else. ■■
KAT LAPRAIRIE
HEAD COACH

Superior State University,
LaPrairie has finally found
the feel of a home in Allen
dale.
“I love Grand Valley,”
LaPrairie said. “I love the
chemistry on the team. I re
ally couldn’t imagine being
anywhere else.”
Not many athletes have
the experience of leaving
one college program for an
other. For the Lakers, fellow
teammate Kellie Watson

knows some of the strug
gles that LaPrairie faced, as
she was once in her shoes
when she transferred to
GVSU from the University
of Notre Dame following
her freshman year.
“We both took a little
bit of time off of school
to get in a better place,”
Watson said. “She wasn’t a
big fan of basketball at the
time. The biggest struggle
with it is getting yourself
happy, getting yourself
where you need to be, find
ing out what you need to
make yourself happy, and
putting yourself in the best
situation that you can.”
Unless you knew her
story, you couldn’t tell she
was away from the game for
such a long period of time.
LaPrairie has a smooth ap
proach to the game as she
carries herself with maturi
ty — something her fellow
teammates and coaching
staff have taken notice of.
Even though LaPrairie is 23
years old, she still has two
years of eligibility left fol
lowing this season.
“Since she has been
here, it’s been awesome,”
Burgess said. “She’s been
mature and appreciative
of the game because she
didn’t play for 4 years. She
has shown great leadership
when you look at her com
ing in as the sixth man off
the bench.”
tbaker@lanthorn.com
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Size gives men advantage
BY JAYBUSHEN
GVL ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

KYLE WRIGHT | COURTESY

Against the best: With the help of three 6’7” guys on the front line, the GVSU men’s volleyball
club is looking to use their size to rebound following a disappointing 2012 season.

The Grand Valley State University
men’s club volleyball team may not
have the experience to win a national
championship, but they certainly have
the size.
In a sport where height can be the
determining factor in a match, GVSU
towers over their opponents.
“Were a big team,” said GVSU soph
omore Mike Marciniak. “A big part of
men’s volleyball is controlling the net,
and starting with our front row, we
have three guys that are 6’7”. Our height
gives us a huge advantage when it comes
to blocking and attacking.”
With three freshmen in their starting
lineup, GVSU experienced some grow
ing pains in 2012. Returning players
had to adjust to new positions last sea
son, and the end result was a team that
didn’t live up to their expectations.
GVSU head coach Todd Allen said
Monday that developing talent in this
state isn’t easy.
“We don’t have the luxury of (men’s)
high school volleyball in Michigan,” Al
len said. “When you’re in those crunch
time situations, most often the teams that
win are the ones with experience. We lack
muscle memory in those situations.”
Allen said he isn’t sure what to expect
this season, as the team’s lack of experience
resulted in inconsistent play last year.
However, the inconsistency hasn’t
affected the team’s confidence.
“We can be streaky,” Marciniak said.
“We don’t always play our best, but we
know we have the potential to compete
with anyone in the country. We feel like
we can win a championship.”

The team will rely heavily on senior
leader Kyle Wright this season, who
was a part of the 2009 team that tied for
ninth in the country at the Collegiate
Club Volleyball Championship Tourna
ment.
Wright was also a second team Mid
west Intercollegiate Volleyball Associa
tion All-Conference selection in 2011.
“I think we’re going to be really good
this year,” he said. “I haVe no doubt
about it. We have a really good core
group of guys that can compete at the
highest level ”
GVSU, a member of the Great Mid
west Men’s Volleyball Conference, is
no stranger to playing some of the best
teams in the nation. The Lakers have
earned a pair of top 50 finishes in the
national tournament the past few sea
sons, which features teams from Divi
sion I and Division II schools.
“Competing against the best makes
you better,” Marciniak said. “We’re
much more focused in those situations.
We expect to be near the top this year.”
The Lakers will have some time to
improve before the national tourna
ment, starting this weekend in a GMMVC tournament at Adrian College.
GVSU will then head to the University
of Kentucky (March 2-3) to compete in
the conference championship.
“We should contend for our league
championship,” Allen said. “We have a
lot of size, athletic ability and potential.
It’s just a matter of developing that po
tential.”
The 2013 NCVF Collegiate Club
Volleyball Championship Tournament
will start April 4 in Dallas.
asslstantsports@lanthorn.com
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Club wrestling looks to build momentum with home meet
BY BRYCE DEROUIN
GVL SPORTS EDITOR

Chances are you prob
ably have yet to see the
Grand Valley State Uni
versity club wrestling
team in action.
That’s because besides
WnmVj Eeasori^fffffTff*
the Lakers have been on
the road the entire sea
son, which makes this
Saturday’s Laker Classic
in the Fieldhouse Arena
that much more mean
ingful for the group.
“It’s always nice to
compete at home,” said
senior club president Carl
Worthy. “To have a meet
at home, your family and
friends can see what you
can do and see how much
hard work you put in.”
Registration is still not
complete, so the official
list of competing teams is
not finished. GVSU has
received interest from
various teams within the
state, as well as teams
from Ohio and Indiana.
“Expectations
are
to compete hard and
to work on the things
we’ve worked on,” said
head coach Rick Bolhuis.
“We’re taking a solid ap
proach to the mat. The

The biggest
thing at this
point is to go
hard the full
seven minutes
and do the
hght thing.

HEAD COACH

biggest thing at this point
is to go hard the full seven
minutes and do the right
things. If we can do that,
then the results should
go in our favor more of
ten than not.”
After a fifth place fin
ish at the National Du
als in Georgia, GVSU is
hoping to carry out their
momentum into the rest

KATIE HAYNES | COURTESY

Holding it down: GV wrestler Donte Stevens competes with Austin Geerlings during a past meet.The team is coming off a fifth place finish recently in Georgia.

of the season. They con
tinue to work toward
their main goal, which is
a national championship.
“We expect to win the
Laker Classic because
it’s our tournament,”
said junior Kyle Horr. “I
think we’re doing really
well. We bounced back
at our national duels and
took fifth. That was im
pressive, especially with
having such a young
team. We’re working to
wards March, looking
to accomplish a national
championship at the end
of the year.”
Bolhuis is pleased
with the teams’ progress
thus far, especially after
his team went through a
gauntlet of meets in such
a short time. They hope
to continue to make noise
in the National College
Wrestling Association.
“We’re really excited,”
Bolhuis said. “In eight
days, our guys made
weight four times. At the
college level, is a grueling
stretch to go through. We
wrestled really well. We’re
pleased with that result
and we know that we’re
right there at the upper
echelon of the programs
in the NCWA still. We’re

hopeful that with some
more work and some
more improvement, we
can improve to make a
run at a team trophy or a
team championship.”
The Laker Classic will
be one of the last times
that GVSU will see top
competition before the
national
tournament
on March 14. Another
unique aspect about this
meet is that the wrestling
club is one of the few
club teams that can draw
varsity competition to
Allendale.
“It’s one of the last
times that we get to see
varsity
competition,”
Bolhuis said. “There’ll
be Division III, varsity,
junior college and Divi
sion I athletes. So it’s one
of the rare occasions that
one of the club teams
on campus gets to bring
varsity competitors onto
our campus to compete.
It gives us a good feel for
where we’re at going into
the last stretch into the
national tournament.”
Wrestling begins at
10:30 a.m. in the Fieldhouse this Saturday.
sportscdlanthorn.com
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we all go in individually and sing one song.
Sometimes they will have us sing another to
hear different parts of our voice and that is
pretty much it for the first day,” said Andrea
•»*
Fleming, who was cast as Jenny in the pro
BY SHELBY PENDOWSKI
duction. “If they are interested in us singing
GVL STAFF WRITER
more or hear us read dialogue they call us
ne song is all it took to get called back, back on Sunday.”
be cut from or land a role in Grand
Callbacks consisted of the returning stu
Valley State University’s production dents performing dialogue readings, mono
of the “Threepenny Opera.” That one logue
song readings and site reading music and
was all it took for the casting crew to decide a scenes from the show.
student’s fate.
“Callbacks are never the end all be all,”
“Everyone is called to the audition on Fleming said. “They can call you back for
S|Jurday and it is pretty much all day and another part, they can not cal! ^ou back at

Students prepare for Three
penny Opera perfonnanee

O
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all and they can give you a whole speaking
role without you being called back. And
sometimes you get a callback and don’t get
anything, so you don’t really know what to
expect when you get a callback.”
AN EVERYDAY AFFAIR
Following callbacks the cast lists are an
nounced and students are thrown straight
into rehearsals.
During the first few rehearsals, Anthony
Lajoye said the cast worked on singing togeth
er and getting to know the people who they
would be spending the next few weeks with.
“Normally for the first two weeks it is
really slow going because it is a lot of stopstart and remembering lines, and the di
rector will cut you off and say, ‘I changed
my mind, we are going to do this instead,
so why don’t you come over here,”’ Lajoye
said. “And now we are into acjually running
the show, everyone knows their lines and
everyone knows their blocking, so now it is
just fine-tuning stuff.”
The cast for “Threepenny Opera” practic
es almost every day to prepare for opening
night on Feb. 1.
“You have to prioritize because for this
show we have to get off book, we have to
memorize our stage blocking and where we
are going and memorize our lines, and we
have to know stuff pretty soon into the re
hearsal period because you can work better
without a book in your hand, so it is all about
prioritizing,” Lajoye said. “But I can’t let up
on my classes, so that means, if on the week
end there is a party, you don’t go out or if you
have to skip a workout at the gym that day
because you have to memorize some lines,
that is what you have to do. You just have to
remind yourself we are in the rehearsal for
just over a month, I can give up whatever I
need to for that month.”
THE GROUP EFFORT
Lajoye said the leads, or main roles,
spend more time rehearsing than others, but
they all have to work together through the
good and bad.
“We all have days we don’t want to be
there, like you are having a crappy day in
class, it varies,” Lajoye said. “There are some
people who are major ring leaders and they
naturally have those personalities and when
those people are down it definitely (joes put
a damper on the rehearsals.
Everyone has a special relationship with
somebody in the cast, whether it is the direc
tor or one of your best friends is in it with
you. There is always someone you can go to
and there is always someone to talk to and we
just kind of help each other through.”
The production takes everyone in the cast
1 8 ! I *-fS
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and crew, said Robert McFletcher, who plays
Mr. Peachum.
“It takes an amazing production staff
and a cast and crew that is really passion
ate about the show and ready to put on a
good product and confident in their abil
ity to work together as a team,” McFletcher
said. “It really takes the motivation of all of
us coming together to put on a good show,
which it will be and it is.”
To make “Threepenny Opera” the best,
it takes the cast knowing their characters as
well as possible, which Fleming said can take
hours of research to fully prepare.
Knowing their character resonates the
true meaning of the opera to the audience,
McFletcher said, and getting the meaning to
the audience is the most important but most
difficult part of a production.
“It is one of those operas or plays or mu
sicals that it really takes every moment to
captivate the audience so they can see the
minor details for the show, so they can full
understand the concept and main idea of
this show, so really staying true to the story,
staying honest to the story and giving it the
respect,” McFletcher said.
PREPARING FOR CURTAIN
With the opening this weekend, Flem
ing said rehearsals have become even
more difficult.
“Any show that I have been in the last
week of rehearsals really drags and feels
like we are not going to make it to opening
night, and with every show it feels like it is
one big hot mess, but once we are (on)stage
it is like, ‘Wow, we put in a lot of work and
we deserve this moment,’ and it just feels
good that after all the research and work we
put into it,” Fleming said.
Performances are Feb. 1,2,8 and 9 at 7:30
p.m. and Feb. 3 and Feb. 10 at 2 p.m. in the
Louis Armstrong Theater.
“I am a Laker, so it is nice to have that
diverse support of the student body as well
as coming to see a phenomenal show, and it
is cheap,” McFletcher said.
Tickets range from $6-14 and can be pur
chased from the Louis Armstrong box office
or online through startickets.com.
“I think that they should come and see
any performing arts production because it
gives you a new perspective all the time,
because we don’t do the same show all the
time,” Fleming said. “...It is not, ‘Here,
come hear some music,’ which is great and I
think people should become more cultured
with music, but there is a message that I
think (audiences) willjresonate with. There
is a lot going on here that I think people can
benefit from.”
spendowskl@lanthorn.com
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Graduate transitions from student to professor
BYSTEPHANIE ALLEN
GVL

a&e editor

VBreeAnn Veenstra knows her way around
Grand Valley State University’s art and de
sign program. Four years ago, she practicAlly lived in the Calder Art Center while
finishing up her degree in illustration.
'**. After pursuing several freelance proj
ects, starting a business, getting married
and having her work sold around the world,
Veenstra is back at GVSU, but with a new
r6le. She’s teaching the digital illustration
class Intermediate Illustration I, which she
took as a student with her married name,
BbeeAnn Czuprinski.
"' Because she graduated in 2009, many of her
fofmer professors are now colleagues, which
was a weird adjustment, but helpfui, she said.
'.““It is a little bit different going from that,
ytfu know, kind of professor-student rela
tionship and now I’m more on their plane,
but we definitely still, we respect one an
other and I respect them for their experiertte and advice and what they have to offer
tO'O,” Veenstra said.
.. The position is usually filled by an ad
junct professor, and when it opened this
semester, illustration professor Ed WongLigda reached out to several of his former
students whom he felt would be a good
Ptftch for the class.
\ I am constantly evaluating my students
hr*terms of professionalism, intelligence,
tffativity and dependability, because those
the traits a good professional illustrator
njF^ds,” Wong-Ligda said. “I need this in
formation handy because I often receive reqpfcSts for my students and alumni to work
OQiprofessional projects. So, I have a good
hCidle on these attributes in relationship
tq#dl of my current students and alumni,
me scores high in every category.”
» ^Although she’s never taught profession•to before, Veenstra’s eager to help share
hfcf digital illustration knowledge with stu- f
tor'*- To teach the class, she uses what she
(earned from her professor Matt Manley, a
farmer GVSU adjunct faculty member.
' Hfl draw a lot on my experience for how
proposed the projects and what he
taught, different techniques and stuff, a lot
offt is kind of going over the basics, but
t §nd myself thinking, ‘What would Matt
in this instance?" she said. “So that
(lues help a lot and it helps me feel more
t!!

ROBERT MATHEWS | GVL

Returning the favor: Former GVSU student BreeAnn Veenstra has returned to GVSU to teach Intermediate Illustration 1, a class she once took.

comfortable in the classroom.”
But she incorporates her own illustra
tion background into lessons, too.
“When he taught the class it was more
focusing on how to take stock photog
raphy and manipulate the objects and
then your drawings, too and kind of col
lage everything together," Veenstra said.
“Where for mine ... because mine is so
different, I’m going to be teaching those
elements too and probably focusing on
them a little more because that’s how I
work and that’s what I know and that’s
what I’m best at.”
The course is required for illustration
majors and teaches an overview of Adobe
Creative Suite programs such as, Illustra
tor, Photoshop and InDesign. Even if her

students don’t plan on becoming digital
illustration artists, she hopes they gain an
understanding for it as an art form.
“I’d love if they could just develop an
appreciation for digital art too, I mean,
technology is advancing every single year,”
Veenstra said. “And it’s a fairly new me
dium in the art world when you consider
everything on a whole. And I know when
it first came out, when people started work
ing digitally, there was some controversy
where people weren’t really sure if it was art
or not, like they thought, ‘Hey this isn’t art,
the computer’s doing the work for you,’ and
that’s not at all true.”
She teaches her students to use the com
puter as a tool, in the same way paint or
clay is used.

“So you’re using the program Photoshop,
but that’s your pallet of oil paint instead,” she
said. “You still have to do all of the creative
work and manipulation and know what to
do and make the decisions.”
Her passion for digital illustration has
shown through her work as a professional
artist, having been featured in publications,
including CMYK Magazine and Ikarie
Magazine. She is in the process of launch
ing a line of illustrated paper goods and has
designed custom wedding invitations for
brides throughout the U.S. and Australia.
“Bree is an exceptional artist, who is
nationally competitive in illustration,”
Wong-Ligda said. “And she is continuing
to grow as an artist.”
arttalanthorn.com
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Billband shows comfortably classical
BY MARY MATTINGLY
GVL STAFF WRITER

—- .

Leave all the evening wear at
home Feb. 2 because Billband’s CD
release concert is not the place for it.
The performance, featuring
music off their newest album, “To
wards Daybreak,” will show a more
relaxed side of classical music,
which rarely sees the light of day.
“I don’t like the perception of
classical music being uptight or elit
ist,” said Bill Ryan, composer and
Grand Valley State University asso
ciate professor. “(These musicians)
are all super approachable people.”
Any musical project needs
chemistry to be successful, and
before inviting the current mem
bers to play with Billband, Ryan
worked with many members.
He wrote a solo saxophone
piece for Jonathan Nichol, GVSU
professor of saxophone, to com
mission, called “Smoke.” Ash
ley Bathgate, cello, programmed
“Simple Lines” for a concert after
Ryan approached her about play
ing it. Pablo Mahave-Veglia, cello,
worked with GVSU’s New Music

What: Free Play 25: Billband CD
Release Concert
Where: Performing Arts
Studio, 1600
When: Feb. 2,8-9:30 p.m.
Cost: Free event

bill ryan billand

| courtesy

Something special: GVSU Associate professor Bill Ryan and his band
will perform for free at the Performing Arts Studio on Saturday. Feb 2.

Ensemble, directed by Ryan, before
playing with the group.
Because of the success during
previous collaborations, it was clear
to Ryan that he had the right group
Gf people to interpret his music.
“When you record you get acquainted ^ music in a different
way than when you perform it,”

Bathgate said. “By the end you know
it through and through, having ex
plored it in so many different ways
together. It becomes ingrained.”
The group’s versatility is aided in
being able to directly interact with
the composer whose music they are
bringing to life, Ryan said.
“There’s freedom from the page,
a way to articulate the music,” Ryan
said. “This is why I formed the
group. (The musicians) play the
music exactly how I imagine it can
be played.”
And they’re able to cross through
genres while thinking outside of the
box, Nichol said.
“He lets the performers take
responsibility in interpreting and
executing his music,” Nichol said.
“We’re asked to improvise, play
funk grooves and beautifully con
trolled melodic lines.”
Billband keeps communication
open to allow for collaboration.
Working with a composer in the
flesh lends to a more comprehen
sive understanding of the work
and the composer’s expectations,
Mahave-Veglia said.
“Classical musicians reproduce
specific styles on paper,” MahaveVeglia said. “While this allows room
for personal interpretation, the com
poser’s original performance intent
may be misinterpreted. Bill knows
his musicians, so nothing is lost in
translation. This is music meant for
people (Ryan) knew to play.”
The Feb. 2 performance will be a
culmination of their chemistry in a
live setting, while showing sponta
neity not heard on the album.
“This is also the first time some
of us will be performing together
and the first time some of these
works have been played with this
specific instrumentation,” Bathgate
said. “You’re diving head first into
the unknown and there’s a rush that
happens there...but you’re excited
because you’re ready for it.”
The performance will contrast
that excitement by taking place in

a relaxed setting. Whereas sorfTe
composers prefer large recital hate
to showcase their work, Ryan woiS
rather work in an intimate, low- HP
setting where audience particij®
tion is possible. During the perfigj
mance, members of .the audier^jr
are encouraged to ask questions.***
The ability to interact with bam
members on a more intimate leS
is usually a rare opportunity, w
on Feb. 1, there are several ev£f£>
where students have the chance#®
get to know the musicians as
pie as well as performers. Sevegif
classes are available for
to attend, including a
ing class with Todd Reynolds,
an informal panel discussion wil*
all of the band members, concew*
ing what it is like to be a working
musician.
Any student interested in whalW
is like being a working musician^
the contemporary music world, W
to learn more about contemporffi*
music, is free to attend.
]
The concert is a signific^jl
unveiling of what Ryan has beito
working on the past year.
•Q
“I am most excited to share Ity
music with my colleagues,”
said. “My wife, kids and neighb$*£
are coming. In the flesh, I can shg^
them my work.”
While this concert is an opp^
trinity for Billband to showcase
work, it also is an opportunity to se{g>
as inspiration for students hopingjjj
become professional musicians.
“I hope (this concert) will
spire students to form their oM
chamber music groups, play thftr
own concerts and spend more time
in the practice room,” Nichol said5
Finally, the concert is a chance to
enjoy some new music combined with
the excitement of live performance.
“It’s an all-star cast of players
and a great line-up of tunes,” Bath*'
gate said. “Everybody can feel that
energy and it’s what makes live per
formance so special.”
mmattingly@lanthorn.co«vi

Last Laker Standing semi-finalits compete for laughs
BY STACY SABAITIS
GVL STAFF WRITER

Jacob Guajardo has never performed stand-up comedy
before. But he is now a semi-finalist in “Last Laker Standing,”
competing Feb. 2 against nine other Grand Valley State Univer
sity comedians for a spot in the finals and to win a top prize.
Although the prizes aren’t known yet, Tim Hartland,
comedy committee chair for Spotlight Productions, said
they will probably be something of an electronic nature.
“As a student organization, we can’t just give away mon
ey,” Hartland said. “We have to get them an actual prize, like
a physical prize. We can’t even give them like a gift card.”
The competition became popular at GVSU several years
ago after the NBC show “Last Comic Standing” was on TV,
Hartland said.
Aric Pike, a junior and semi-finalist, isn’t new to com
edy. Pike started GVSU’s comedy club after transferring his
sophomore year from Western Michigan University, where
he was part of their comedy club.
“...I can’t do anything else really because I have a weak
body, so I talked to them, I joined that club and I did that
for the first year, and then I transferred here and I started a
club here,” he said.
Of the 20 students who auditioned, not all were com
pletely comfortable with stand-up comedy at first - Guajardo
doesn’t even like to practice his routine in front of people.
“I practice a lot in the shower actually,” he said. “That’s
where I feel like nobody is going to listen to me, like, awk
wardly talk to myself, so I get in the shower and like rehearse
my entire set to nobody, just the shower.”
While Guajardo has several jokes prepared for the semi
finals, Pike likes to keep his jokes fresh and does not nail
down his routine until an hour before the competition.
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Make me laugh: GVSU Junior Aric Pike performs at last years
Last Laker Standing. The top prize will be awarded on Feb. 2.

“I usually, like, look over my jokes and then sometimes I
might, like, time myself to make sure that I’m making it in the
right amount of time,” Pike said. “I think that’s all I really do.”
Both of the semi-finalists like to draw jokes from their
personal experiences.
“I’m gay so I talk about that a lot,” Guajardo said. “1 try to
debunk some of the myths and stereotypes that there are be-

%
\
cause that’s really important to me. Like talking about stereo
types, and like, I think the more we talk about them, the 1ms
power they have so I have things that I want to talk about.” He doesn’t keep it all serious, though, by pulling in fns
knowledge about reality television shows, such as “The Kardashian’s” and “Here Comes Honey Boo Boo” or about what
it was like living with an older generation.
“I talk a lot about living with my grandparents because
I lived with them for a while and so I know a lot about old
people, I like to think,” Guajardo said. “So I talk about old.
people and their habits and how they’re very similar to teen
agers in ways.”
Although he will sometimes make up a good story for "a
good joke, Pike likes to include real jokes about experiences he’s
had shopping at Meijer or about his dad watching “Cops.”
“One joke is like me talking about going there to buy
fancy condoms, it’s a horrible joke,” Pike said. “And then
this other one, there’s like this really weird pharmacist who
works there.”
He doesn’t like to spoil all his jokes before performing because
it would ruin the whole purpose of people coming out to the
semi-finals. But he does hope audiences will laugh, “Either for
my jokes or at me, don’t care, either way it works,” Pike said.
The semi-finals are free and begin at 9 p.m. in the Grand
River Room inside the Kirkhof Center on GVSU’s Allendale
Campus. Five of the 10 semi-finalists, which include, Pike,
Guajardo, Vincenzo Pavano, Brian Mickens, Tomas Calvo,
Jesse Routhier, Vincent Persichetti, Tim Harkins, Kyle Tiller,
and Luis Valencia will advance to the final round on Feb. f$*
to be hosted by Pete Dominick from “The Daily Show” and
“The Colbert Report.”
“It would be cool to win it and I just want to do it cuz it’s
a good venue to do jokes at Grand Valley,” Pike said.
ssabaitls@lanthorn.com
*

The only
Mediterranean
in Allendale!

,-Lakeshorr
Pregnancy
Center

FREE DELIVERY!

11221 Commerce
Allendale, MI.
49401

Lakeshore Pregnancy Center
t
of Allendale
4623 Lake Michigan Dr.
Allendale, MI 49401
(next to Speedway) ^

616-895-9001

LITE

616-895-1893

Offering Free:
Pregnancy Testing. Pregnancy Counseling. Ultrasound,
Abortion Information and Community Referrals

www.lpcenters.com
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BITE

CAFE

LOCATEDIN THE VILLAGE
AT 48 WEST
1089748THAVE
ALLENDALE.Ml.
49401
616-895-8476
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FREE CLASSIFIEDS FOR STUDENTS,
FACULTY AND STAFF some restrictions apply

MARKETPLACE
Roommates
4 Bed House for Rent! 2
bath. 2 stall garage. 2 family
rooms. Updated kitchen.
Master bed/bath. Jacuzzi.
Large backyard.
New
yvasher/dryers. Near GVSU
$1200/month.
Contact
<616-502-8468 or email kelienbmsveendc@gmail.com
Female Subleaser Wanted!
Country Place Townhouse
JASAP! Lease goes from now
until August.
Contact
810-962-2437 for more info.

Subleaser Needed! 48 West. Roommate Needed! 4 bed
$430/month. Free covered townhouse August 2013.
parking spot. $3
Preferably
female
$395/month. Must be clean
and quiet, call Darci @
Subleaser Needed! May-July
616-558-8853 for more info.
2013. 4/bed. Private bath
room.
Furnished.
$470/month. 48 West. Free
parking pass. Utilities in Looking for a female sub
cluded. Individual lease. leaser for February-June in
Email floresal@mail.gvsu.edu an Eastown house!!! Rent
or call 1-734-771-4947 for $350/month and the house
has heat, dishwasher,
more info.
washer and dryer, and inter
net. 3 bedroom 1-1/2 bath. 2
Subleaser Needed! May-July. girls and a cat. Spacious and
$425/month. 4/bed. B-style. clean with the option to re
3rd floor. Furnished. Personal new in June! If interested
bathroom. Near bus stop. please respond ASAP!! Con
Covered parking spot. Email tact Melissa or Judi at either
or
braceyj@mail.gvsu.edu or 248-982-9147
231-736-2449
or
by
email.
call 734-660-1358

Roomate Needed! Hillcrest.
Fall 13-Winter 14 plus sum
mer of 2013 or 2014 $3950
for whol year plus $150 for
summer of your choice. $250
Wanted
starting
fees.
Call
269-903-1343 for more de
Red Salon & Day Spa in
tails.
Grand haven, Ml looking for
hair color models for Feb. 4th
JSubleaser
Needed! from 10am-12:30pm call
March-July. 4/bed and 616-847-2122 for a consulta
2/bath. $450/month. Water/ tion.
internet included. Amenitities
Included. Renovated kitchen.
5 min away from Pew Cam- Employment
p u s .
Email
tay lor@mail. gvsu. edufor
Amway Hotel Collection/Ammore info.
way Grand
Various Positions Available
Subleaser Needed! May Location: Grand Rapids, Ml
t-July 27. Option to renew Search Job ID:
for 2013-2014 school year. Apply By: 15568969
$445/month.
Utilities For More information visit
$40/month. Furnished. 4/bed www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs
and 4.5/bath townhome. Will
pay more in fees/ frre parking
permit. Text 815-557-0973
for more info.
Subleaser Needed! Summer
2013. 4/bed. 4.5/bath. Cam
pus View. Great roomates
and great living space. Call
734-695-1793 for more info.
Subleaser Needed! 3/bed.
1/bath. Will pay rent .
May-July. $35 for bills/person.
Contact
brownar@mail.gvus.edu
ASAP

Housing
48 WEST
New Year, New You, New
Home! 48 West Apartments
and town homes offers lux
ury student living. Some
awesome amenities include a
free 24 hr theater, fitness
center and game room. Ap
ply by January 31 st to re
ceive 2012 rates! Stop in to
day, space is going fast (16
895-2400. Located directly
across from GVSU on 48th
Ave.

Subleaser
Needed!
May-August Summer 2013
Copperbeach $500/month.
Willing to negotiate e-mail
brunnerk@mail.gvsu.edu

616 331-2460

FOR COMMERCIAL RATES

Marsh, Berry & Co. Inc
Recruiting Intern
Location: Grandville, Ml
Salary: Paid
Search Job ID: 15568355
Apply By: January 31,2013
For More information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs

Grand Rapids Urban League
Coordinator (Employment
Department)
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml
Salary: Unpaid
Search Job ID: 15568694
Apply By: February 8, 2013
For More information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs

American Red Cross of West
Michigan
Job Title: Internship for Fi
nancial Development
Location: Muskegon, Ml
Search Job ID: 15568984
Apply By: February 9, 2013
For More information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs

Bradley Productions
Non-Profit Intern
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml
Search Job ID: 15568669
Apply By: February 1,2013
For More information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs

The Rapidian
Community Innovation Intern
Zondervan Publishing House Location: Grand Rapids, Ml
Salary: Unpaid
Marketing Intern
Search Job ID: 15567822
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml
Apply By: January 31,2013
Search Job ID: 15568699
For More information visit
Apply By: February 2, 2013
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs
For More information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs

-

SUBMIT TO
:lassifieds@lanthorn.com

wieir
VISIT
lantorn.com/dasstfied
& read marketplace B5

Internships
NATIONALGUARD.com

Bradley Productions
Video
Production Intern
Haworth, Inc.
Job Title: Supply Chain Intern Location: Grand Rapids, Ml
Search Job ID: 15568667
Location: Holland, Ml
Apply By: February 1, 2013
Search Job ID: 15568514
For More information visit
Apply By: January 31,2013
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs
For More information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs

SGT Button
616- 405- 0767

U r i vers i ty To wn h ou ses
GVSU Development Office
Job Title: Communications
Writer (Part-Time)
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml
Search Job ID: 15568400
Apply By: January 31, 2013
For More information visit
www.qvsu.edu/lakerjobs

Employer: BBB Serving
Western Michigan
Job Title: Charity Review In
tern
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml
Search Job ID: 15568300
Apply By: January 25, 2013
For More information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs

h 'Apartments A

616 Lofts
Accounting Intern
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml
Salary: $15/hr
Search Job ID: 15569017
Apply By: January 24, 2013
For More information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs

.1'3 • A AT£•;, GuAFAVEfO*
(616) 447 551 1

Follow

US

Tanis & Herman, PLLC
Social Media Marketing In
tern
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml
Search Job ID: 15568682
Apply By: February 28, 2013
For More information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs

BRAIN BUSTERS
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byTerry Stickels

Here’s a twist on the most famous alphametic
of all: the college student’s eternal cry ...

by Linda Thistle
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Let I) = 3 and R = 6
There is no 5 in this
version.
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SEND
MORE
MORE
+ MORE
MONEY

3

This is a simple substitution cipher in which each letter used stands
for another. If you think that X equals O, it will equal O throughout
the puzzle. Solution is accomplished by trial and error.

1

7

CryptoQuip

4

Clue: U equals O

Place a number in the empty boxes in such a way
that each row across, each column down and
each small 9-box square contains all of the
numbers from one to nine.

OUN VTNBLQTC ETXFD, YGFB L

DIFFICULTY THIS WEEK: ★

DPJJUDF ZUP'QF EUYYFB T

★ Moderate ★ ★ Challenging
★ ★ ★ HOO BOY!

OTLN KFTC.
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